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SWING = 98
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TEMPO 1 = 98
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Maestoso \( \frac{3}{4} \) 96
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Swing = 98

M A L E

Here is the drum that makes things hum
This is the band that Jack built

Then there’s a moan on the sax-o-phone to help the drum

Make things hum
This is the band that Jack built

We can’t go far without the guitar

That blends with the moan of the sax-o-phone to help the drum

To make things hum

This is the band that Jack built

Then there’s the pace of the

Tall string bass that wouldn’t go far without the guitar
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31

Blends with the moan of the saxophone to help the drum to make things hum

SLOWER -104

FEMALE

This is the band that Jack built

Where would we be without those fiddlers three

MALE

Then there's the tooting of the cute little flute that keeps the pace of the
tall string bass that wouldn't go far without the guitar

42

To make a melody sound like a symphony

but believe it or not they can play hot
BLENDS WITH THE MOAN OF THE SAX-O-PHONE TO HELP THE DRUM TO MAKE THINGS HUM

THIS IS THE BAND THAT JACK BUILT. LOOK AT THE HANDS ON THE SATR Grand THAT

HELPS THE Tooting OF THE CUTE Lit-TLE FLUTE THAT KEEPS THE PACE OF THE

TALL STRING BASS THAT WOULDN'T GO FAR WITHOUT THE GUITAR THAT

BLENDS WITH THE MOAN OF THE SAX-O-PHONE TO HELP THE DRUM TO MAKE THINGS HUM

THIS IS THE BAND THAT JACK BUILT SOMEONE MUST CROON THE VERY LATEST TUNE

ABOUT A NIGHT IN JUNE BE-neath THAT FULL OLD MOON - LIGHT SE-
I believe it or not, I can get hot, do do do do do. Do do do do do. Here is the brass to give it the class.

Just like the hands on the piano grand that helps the tooting of the cute little flute that keeps the pace of the tall string bass that wouldn’t go far without the guitar that blends with the moan of the saxophone to help the drum to make things hum.

This is the band, this is the band.

This is the band that Jack built.
The Band That Jack Built
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